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When It Comes To Sex, Should A Husband Listen To His Wife?
When a husband ﬁnds himself wanting more intimacy with his wife, he will usually ask her what he needs to do.
The question is, can a husband get results from what she says?
Husband, let's suppose for a moment that you wanted a little more aﬀection, intimacy, and sex between you and
your wife. So, let's imagine that you ask your wife what she needs from you so that these things can happen.
What would your wife say?
Well, the odds are VERY high that she would give you a response that is some variation of the following actual
response I received from a wife:
###
"Intimacy can be a hard concept for a husband to understand sometimes. They frequently get intimacy confused
with romance or even physical relations.
Many people might not realize this, but while men and women essentially want the same things out of their
romantic relationships, their priorities are diﬀerent when one considers the order that they want these things to
take place.
For example, a man craves physical relationships as a priority over intimacy. On the other hand, women crave
intimacy as a precursor to physical relationships. It's for this reason that if a man wants to have an increase in his
physical relations with his wife, he has to learn how to reach her with intimacy.
So how is it possible for a man to create more intimacy in his relationship in order to keep the romantic ﬁres
burning in his marriage?
There's a variety of things that he can do to keep things refreshed and romantic.
One thing that he can do is constantly let his wife know how much she means to him. For example, a little note
before he leaves the house can do a lot to put a smile on her face, and to create intimacy in her spirit.
It never hurts for a husband to say that he loves his wife, or that she's been looking good lately, or to even let her
know that he has plans for her when he gets home from work.
Romantic notes were things that were exchanged when we were younger and romance was fresh and new. Some
people might think that when they get older they are too old for romantic notes, but notes can help revive the
spirit of playfulness and romance in marriage. This is certainly something that can help to create intimacy.
It never hurts to give your wife an unexpected gift, or a token of appreciation. While a large scale gift such as a
piece of jewelry is always appreciated, the small gifts are just as appreciated, and they also could help to create
intimacy in the marriage.
For example, it doesn't hurt to bring home some ﬂowers, or maybe buy your wife a piece of candy.
A husband can even be a little bit untraditional, and he can go to store pick up his wife's favorite treat, or he can
call her while he's running around to ask if she'd like something from the store that she needs to clean up around
the house.
Buying cleaning supplies and everyday items might not seem very romantic to the man, but for women it creates
intimacy, because the husband was thoughtful enough to ask her what her needs were.
On that note, some wives have said that romantic intimacy can include anything as small as a husband washing
the dishes and taking on some of the housekeeping duties around the house. Women already have so much to do
and when some of her daily responsibilities have been taken oﬀ of her hands, it will certainly soften her heart, and

work to create intimacy in the marriage.
Creating intimacy doesn't have to cost a lot of money, and a lot of cases it can be free. For example, a husband
can consider when was the last time he took a nice walk with his wife around the block. They can both either take
a nice leisurely stroll at the end of the day, or they can both put on their walking shoes and get a little bit of
exercise in.
The point is for a husband to take some concentrated time, and do nothing but give that time and attention to his
wife. This will certainly go a long way to create intimacy and warm feelings within his wife.
Women are a lot more prone to give a man what he desires physically when a man is going out of his way to create
intimacy and emotion inside of her.
Besides going for nice walks, the husband can plan something that is fun and unexpected. For example, an
interesting and fun thing to do that doesn't require the two of you to go anywhere, is to plan an indoor picnic.
Picnics in of themselves are romantic, and they create intimacy. Many people don't like picnics, because they don't
want to deal with the environment, or with bugs and the weather.
On the other hand, indoor picnics lend themselves to intimacy, because the atmosphere can be exactly as they
wish it to be. Not only this, but they don't have to worry about bugs, and they can play whatever music they like to
create a romantic atmosphere.
Part of the picnic is laying down a blanket. With an intimate indoor picnic, they can lie down and enjoy each other
up close and personal, while reminiscing, or while playing games.
The point is to create a feeling and space that makes the couple feel like they had fun, and that they shared
intimacy together.
One more thing that a husband can do to create intimacy with his wife is to simply listen to her. For example, at
the end of the day, a husband can allow for time to allow his wife to vent.
He shouldn't try to problem solve, he should primarily just listen to her. Women are very emotional and they need
to communicate. It goes a long way to create intimacy in a woman when she feels that she is understood, and that
she is heard.
She needs to know that someone in the world hears and respects what she has to say, and what is on her heart.
When she feels this from her husband, then very little will be able to break the intimate bond that will be created.
When a wife is made to feel that her husband wants to foster emotional intimacy with her, she will want to foster
physical intimacy with him."
###
So, what do you think about this woman's advice? Does it sound similar to what your own wife has told you in
times past? Does it sound like familiar advice you have heard from women throughout the course of your life?
And another question ... have you ever noticed ... have you ever caught on to the fact ... have you ever made the
connection ... that this common female "advice" just doesn't ever seem to produce very good results when it
comes to your sex life?
Well, I'm going to reveal something to you that nobody has ever told you before...
You cannot ask a woman how you can be more sexual with her because she WILL NOT tell you!
You either just "know" how to get her to be sexually expressive with you ... you either just have that
"something" that causes her to want to be sexual with you ... or she won't be very sexual with you at
all. (Most guys noticed this phenomenon in High School ... and married or not, the phenomenon is still just as true
in their life today.)
So, when you ask a woman what needs to happen so that she will be more sexual with you, she will "sound" like

she is answering your question ... but the actual truth is that she is just telling you how to be a platonic, nonphysical, friend with her.
It has happened millions and millions of times ... the typical husband tries to ﬁnd out from his wife what to do so
that she will be more sexual with them ... and his wife serves up some things he can do ... and like a small boy
thinking he is going to get some candy, he runs to "jump the hurdles" his wife has served up ... and his wife may
get a little friendlier with him ... but she does NOT get any more sexual with him. In fact, she usually becomes
even less sexual with him.
Again, a woman will NOT tell you how to be more sexual with her. Either you "know" how to bring her
sexuality out of her ... or in her mind, you do not deserve to get her sexuality ... and this TRUTH has
played out in untold millions of marriages ... including YOURS, right?
So, let's explore what commonly happens when a husband tries to apply "advice" to his marriage like the woman in
the above letter gave:
1. "One thing that he can do is constantly let his wife know how much she means to him."
Like MOST female advice, this "sounds" true and good ... so you start saying nice things to your wife multiple times
every day ... you start telling her how important she is to you ... how she is your "life" and so on ... and if anything,
your wife seems to disrespect and disregard you even more than she did before ... and she deﬁnitely does NOT
become more sexual.
2. "It never hurts to give your wife an unexpected gift, or a token of appreciation. ... For example, it doesn't hurt to
bring home some ﬂowers, or maybe buy your wife a piece of candy."
Have you already realized that this "strategy" is not very reliable or enduring? The truth is that your wife will not
respond sexually to you giving her gifts for very long. When you were ﬁrst married, your wife MIGHT have
"rewarded" a gift with sex ... but now, it's perceived negatively ... as a bribe from you to get her to give you sex ...
because in her mind, that's all you ever want is sex ... in her mind, everything you do has the motive of you
wanting sex behind it ... which means she resists everything you do.
So now what are you supposed to do? How are you supposed to get sexual results in your marriage if your gifts ...
and your dinner / ﬂowers / movie dates ... and everything else you try ... doesn't work any more ... or even worse,
works against you?
And what about this one...
Have you ever brought home some kind of sweet treat for your wife, only to have her get mad at you for being an
"inconsiderate pig" because you didn't think of her and her diet? So, from that "harsh" experience, you "learned"
not to do that ... and then your wife turns around and tells you that you are an "inconsiderate pig" because you
never think of her or do anything for her.
What do you do with that?
3. "Buying cleaning supplies and everyday items might not seem very romantic to the man, but for women it
creates intimacy, because the husband was thoughtful enough to ask her what her needs were."
More common female "advice" that in practice does NOTHING for your sex life. A husband tries to be "thoughtful"
towards his wife ... but then, she soon comes to expect him to be doing nothing except thinking about what she
wants ... she turns him into an "errand boy" ... and more often than not, she's not happy with what he is trying to
do for her ... he somehow fails to "be considerate" in a way that's up to her "speciﬁcations" ... all of which causes
her to be turned oﬀ towards him.
And, the net result is that you can't win for all the losing, right?
4. "...a nice walk with his wife around the block. They can both either take a nice leisurely stroll at the end of the
day, or they can both put on their walking shoes and get a little bit of exercise in."
Ok ... sounds good ... and what is a husband supposed to do when his wife isn't interested in walking with him ...

what's he supposed to do when she won't take a stroll because something else is "more important" than being with
him? Or, what is he supposed to do when his wife would rather walk with her girlfriends than him?
5. "One more thing that a husband can do to create intimacy with his wife is to simply listen to her. For example, at
the end of the day, a husband can allow for time to allow his wife to vent."
Oh yea ... this is a fantastic piece of female advice ... maybe you have tried it ... and by the time you got through
"listening" to your wife, she was in such a negative vibration that sex didn't happen for at least two weeks!!!
Here is the point...
Female advice can be a good thing in terms of creating a friendlier relationship but RARELY will it do anything to
spice up your love life.
You cannot ask a woman how to be more sexual with you because she will not tell you ... even if she is that rare
one in a thousand who understands what it is that really turns her on.
If you want to ﬁnd out how to get your wife to be more sexual with you, then come ask questions and hang out
virtually with a guy like me who "knows" how to get a woman to be sexual with him and learn from what I am
doing that works so well.
Husband, This Is THE Solution If You Want A More Aﬀectionate Marriage With More Sex:
www.NymphomaniacWife.com
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